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The LSAT Trainer is an LSAT prep book specifically designed for self-motivated self-study
students who are seeking significant score improvement. It is simple, smart, and remarkably
effective.Teachers, students, and reviewers all agree: The LSAT Trainer is the most
indispensable LSAT prep product available today. Whether you are new to the LSAT or have
been studying for a while, you will find invaluable benefit in the Trainer's teachings, strategies,
drills, and solutions.The LSAT Trainer includes:over 200 official LSAT questions and real-time
solutionssimple and battle-tested strategies for every type of Logical Reasoning question,
Reading Comprehension question, and Logic Gameover 30 original and unique drills designed
to help develop LSAT-specific skills and habitsaccess to a variety of free study schedules,
notebook organizers, and much more.

From the AuthorHi, I'm Mike Kim, the author of The LSAT Trainer. Thank you for considering my
new book. I have spent many years developing LSAT learning products, training LSAT
instructors, and, most importantly, working with LSAT students. I've seen countless students
improve their scores significantly, and, unfortunately, I've also seen countless students not
improve their scores significantly. I understand the common challenges that students face, and I
understand how students actually get better at this exam. I've put everything I know about the
test into The LSAT Trainer.My mission is to be an advocate for hard-working, self-motivated
students, especially those with large ambitions but limited means. I believe that The LSAT
Trainer is the finest LSAT learning tool available, in any form or at any price. If you'd like to see an
extended sample before purchasing the book, please visit The LSAT Trainer website, where you
can view eight chapters for free.From the Back CoverThis book will help you get better
at...breaking apart Logical Reasoning argumentsrecognizing reasoning structurearticulating
what's wrong with the author's thought processeliminating wrong answersrecognizing the
structures of Reading Comprehension passagesseparating out key opinionsknowing which
details are important, and which ones are notseeing how everything else relatesusing the
question stem to understand taskvisualizing Logic Gamesunderstanding and notating
rulesjuggling conditional constraintsbringing rules together and making inferenceshandling
questions quicklyutilizing effective timing strategiesknowing exactly what to expect on test
dayand much, much more.About the AuthorMike Kim is perhaps the fastest rising star in the field
of test preparation. Mike has a unique ability to understand the architecture of standardized
exams, and more importantly, Mike has a proven ability to help students drastically improve their
scores. Most recently, Mike co-created and oversaw the development of the Manhattan LSAT
books and courses. Inspired by self-driven students who prepare for the LSAT on their own, he
set out to create the ultimate self-study guide, and The LSAT Trainer is the result.Read more
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The PowerScore LSAT Logical Reasoning Bible The Official LSAT SuperPrep: The Champion of
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Victoria De La Torre, “Goodbye Kaplan. Throw out all those traditional LSAT books and get this
one. I actually feel prepared, and maybe a little excited.”

INEEDTOSHOP2, “Good condition. I purchased this as a gift for my daughter. It came in
excellent condition and quick shipping”

Veronica H., “I Was Wrong!!! Buy This Book it Will Save You Money and Unnecessary Stress!. I
am incredibly disappointed in this book! I have been studying the whole summer of two months,
and this book, in my opinion, is just a review book to help you get a better score if you already
have prior knowledge of how to tackle the LSAT. I feel as though the reviews that are about this
book are not accurate. The way that the author writes makes you feel like you have known him
for a long time. That helps keep you engaged until your about halfway in the book. The most
disappointing part about the book is once you think you get something and you go to check your
answers, you don’t get it right; the author doesn’t even explain how you got it wrong. Another part
about this book that I found it extremely distracting was that the author jumps into different
sections without giving you any explanations for you to understand what you just
read.UPDATE:My apologies to the author of this book! You see I kept my original post for
anybody that reads this to see that I was wrong. After reading make him his book I decided to
journey on to other authors an LSAT books and I quickly realized that the book that I complain so
much about was actually the book they gave me the foundation that I need it in order to take the
LSAT. I advise you greatly to buy this book it is going to help you especially if you don’t know
anything about the LSAT or what to expect. Mike Kim has it my apologies to the author of this
book! You see I kept my original post for anybody that read this to see that I was wrong. After
reading Mike Kim’s book I decided to journey on to other authors and LSAT books and I quickly
realized that the book that I complain so much about was actually the book they gave me the
foundation that I needed in order to take the LSAT. I advise you greatly to buy this book it is going
to help you especially if you don’t know anything about the LSAT or what to expect. Mike Kim
has given I Me the tools that I need in order to take the LSAT. You have to get this book don’t
start with no other book but this book 1st. I am waiting right now for the PowerPoint trilogy I have
heard that it works very well with the LSAT trainer from Mike Kim. Also it doesn’t say this in any
of the reviews so I’m gonna give you a heads up, you’re gonna have to buy two practice books
additional to this book which are really great and go well together. Depending on your study Mike
Kim has an online forum That is free for people who buy this book and it is very helpful with
study guides and videos. You can also look him up on YouTube. I hope this helps because I did
not do the author of this book any justice in my first review I had to circle back around to make it
right. Thank you so much Mike Kim for teaching me about the LSAT. I have Disabilities that affect
my learning takes me longer than the average person to consume information. Mike Kim makes



the understanding of the LSAT seem easy and manageable! Good luck on your LSAT exam!”

Kymberly, “Invaluable to reading comp prep. First and foremost, thank you for all of the previous
reviews. In a time where I was desperately searching for anything to help me, I came across
these comprehensive reviews on amazon. While scant in number, the reviews are powerful, and
in retrospect they all speak honestly on the ability of The LSAT Trainer to open up barriers that
you thought you had, simply because other LSAT guides do not teach you how to think about the
test. Mike Kim's book does this.That said, this book is a testament to the fact that the LSAT is a
truly learnable test--despite many voices of authority to the contrary. In particular, (as much of
this post will attend to) while many may contend that the Reading Comprehension section is
based on a life's worth of reading and that there is little room for improvement during your prep,
read Mike Kim's chapters on reading comprehension and I guarantee you, if you apply his
lessons you will see a dramatic improvement.After months and months of training with a private
tutor, working with Powerscore's materials (which still helped me make a 20 point stride,
although Mike Kim's book extended that to 30) my LG was perfect, LR was manageable, but my
RC was suffering terribly. If you read like me, and understood the passages only as dense,
compressed sentences where many components did not seem to connect to the passage as a
whole, and if the questions make you go "wtf", then you need Mike Kim. I cannot tell you the
dramatic improvement I made in my ability to comprehend even the most difficult passages,
learning to read it in a way that the LSAC editors intended you to, rather than reading it in any
other way you've learned to in life. The key is truly internalizing his lessons, not only reading it but
applying it until (as he says) it becomes a habit, which becomes a skill. This is how he trains you
how to think, rather than mindlessly tackling and wasting very valuable LSATs.If this sounds too
idealistic, do as I did and download all of his free chapters on his website. It will give you a
glimpse of how truly knowledgeable he is and how unique and invaluable his perspective is to
approaching the LSAT.While the majority of my praise goes to his chapters on reading
comprehension, there's much more Mike Kim offers that makes this study guide different from
any others on the market.Pros: The structure of this guide makes it such an easy and enjoyable
read. The way Mike authors this is encouraging, hopeful, simple and straight forward. There's no
space for misinterpretation, everything is extremely clear cut. If you don't initially understand
what he means, put his lessons in practice and it will all eventually come into clarity. I never used
the games lessons, as I was already very comfortable with them. However, my logic reasoning
also saw improvement after supplementing my training with his chapters. Also, the real LSAT
questions he provides in his drills are the more difficult ones, so he over-trains you and exposes
you to the higher end of the spectrum so that when you tackle the rest of the test, you'll be better
prepared. Don't be discouraged if you are getting many of these wrong--just remember you're
doing mainly the very difficult ones.Cons: I needed much more practice than his book
recommends, I suggest you do the same until perfection. As said by someone before me, typos
are peppered throughout. However, I'd rather have this book in my possession with typos, than a



perfected book whose delays could have prevented me the opportunity at top 14s. Lastly, I feel
like the Logic Reasoning should have highlighted more on objective questions and how to tackle
them, I felt like this was a bit neglected.All in all, $50 dollars for a glimpse into Mike Kim's
invaluable knowledge and expertise, cookie-cut into a beautifully effective and easily-read book
will be your greatest monetary investment into LSAT preparation. The best investment is
application and exposure--best of luck to everyone and as Mike Kim says, "You can do it, [he]
can help".”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book!. I self-studied all three Powerscore bibles with the LSAT
trainer. I will say you need tons of discipline and you’ll need to put in the work. My score went up
19 points from my initial diagnostic. I took the November LSAT and studied from June all the way
to test day. Highly recommend and get yourself on a schedule.”

Keermun24, “It truly is a remarkable study guide. A great study guide! This will definitely help you
get a good score for your LSAT and will also increase your confidence. I struggled a lot with
Logic Games, even though I knew how they worked in theory I wasn't able to make that translate
into my work. This made me so anxious as the test date was approaching. But doing just a few of
the drills and reading some of the techniques introduced by Mike Kim, I improved so much and I
wasn't nervous about them anymore! It's so easy to read as well. All you need is in this one
book!! But you can group it with some of the preptests by LSAC as well for maximum effect ”

Megan, “Helpful Book for Self-Disciplined Students. I found this book very beneficial for me prior
to writing the LSAT. If you are the kind of person who can stick to a self-imposed schedule, you
will too! Note that you will also need to purchase a book or two of previous exams (the author
explains why). The author's website has schedules for different lengths of study you can follow if
you choose. With this book, I exceeded my LSAT score goal!”

jax, “Great foundational book to start studying for the LSAT. Fantastic self study book. Only for
those who can push themselves to finish the book. It splits the three categories in different
sections to understand the theory and how questions are testing certain abilities. This book in
combination with multiple practice tests in congruence with online materials is fantastic for
students who go at their own pace and find Kaplan prep courses expensive and not conducive
to self study timeline.”

Daniel lewis, “Habits focused approach to LSAT. great for LR/ RC great broad perspective
approach I would recommend this as an introduction to lsat- I like his approach to RC it is very
broad scale a new approach not explained by RC bible, 7sage, Harvard ready- he focuses on
simple solutions I would also recommend getting this with 7sage - together the combination is
powerful and doest contradict each other- rather they complement one another. best of luck
studying!!”



The book by Educational Testing Service has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 4,536 people have
provided feedback.
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